Legal History Event Series,

Co-ordinated by Richard Hamm and David Pratt

In the spring of 2016 we hosted a legal history event series at both the Albany Law School (ALS) and the University at Albany (UA) to inaugurate, enhance, and advertise the newly established collaborate Juris Doctor and Masters of Arts in History degree programs. We held four different events (which were well attended by students and faculty from both institutions as well as few community members):

A talk (and Q&A) about his new book, *Unfit for Democracy: The Roberts Court and the Breakdown of American Politics* by ALS Professor Stephen Gottlieb at UA on February 25


A talk by UA historian Ryan Irwin, on his new research project, “Lawyers, Liberals, and American’s Search for World Order,” at ALS on March 29

A roundtable featuring ALS Professor Michael Hutter, UA History faculty Richard Hamm and Patrick Nold and Professor William E. Nelson, New York University School of Law, on the topic, “How Historians use Legal Materials and How Lawyers Use Historical Materials,” at ALS on April 28

Link to description of the program

[http://www.albany.edu/history/64349.php](http://www.albany.edu/history/64349.php)